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Executive Summary 

The National Weather Service (NWS) provides the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
consistent, high-quality aviation weather products and services focused on weather impacts to 
the National Air Space (NAS) and is integrated into the NAS decision cycle. Based on our 
October 2008 meetings with FAA personnel, and the subsequent FAA letter received by the 
NWS, we have modified our previously submitted Remote Single Center Weather Service Unit 
(CWSU) business model. Our revised proposal for CWSU Services reflects our ongoing 
commitment to providing superior aviation products and services to respond to FAA 
requirements today and into the future.  

The NWS proposes to focus resources to develop new forecasting products that further reduce 
weather-related risks and impacts to traffic flow, and to implement a new management structure 
and quality management program to ensure continued responsiveness to FAA needs. As part of 
our performance-based management approach, the NWS will continue to be accountable for 
providing accurate and consistent weather information to the FAA. This approach produces 
measurable results and continuous service improvements for both the FAA and the NWS through 
increased communication and feedback. Figure ES-1 summarizes the key features of our 
proposed CWSU solution and the associated benefits to the FAA.  

Figure ES-1: The FAA Benefits from the NWS’s CWSU Services Model 
Key Features of Our Revised Model Benefits to the FAA 

Demonstration / Validation (DemVal) of the new business 
model prior to actual deployment. The DemVal is a 
prerequisite to transitioning to the new model and must 
show no degradation of weather decision support 
services. 

Demonstrates that the new model is robust and provides 
sufficient, timely weather for air traffic management; 
determined by independent evaluation, prior to 
implementation.  

Continued consistent CWSU support for Air Route Traffic 
Control Centers (ARTCCs) through the Collaborative 
Weather Impact Product (CWIP), a new and improved 
weather product. 

Common weather picture for all weather support 
stakeholders, ultimately contributing to timely, effective 
NAS decision making.  

Consolidation of 20 CONUS CWSUs into 2 CWSUs, as 
requested: CWSU-North (College Park, MD) and CWSU-
South (Kansas City, MO). Maintain CWSU-Anchorage 
(Alaska) as-is. 

Hot backup sites (CWSU North and South) operate on a 
24/7 basis with full continuity of operations. DemVal of 
ability of new technology to support this concept is 
essential. 

Updated management structure provides a single Point of 
Contact (POC) both during the transition to the new 
model and upon implementation. 

Single POC for continuous communication and proactive 
problem solving.  

Introduce the CWIP, a traffic management decision tool. Enables a common weather picture, which supports 
consistent traffic management decision-making. 

Robust transition plan that takes into account the risks 
and mitigations inherent to a transition of this scope and 
magnitude, while ensuring NextGen linkage. 

Minimizes transition risks to assure continuity of 
operations. 

Maximizes institutional knowledge available to the FAA 
immediately. 

 
The attached proposal contains our operations model, management approach, and transition plan. 
We are eager to continue to strengthen our partnership with the FAA, and this proposal 
represents an FAA-NWS collaboration to maintain excellent aviation weather support.  
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1.0 Operational and Technical Support 
The NWS’s revised technical approach incorporates 
requirements as set forth in the FAA’s Requirements 
Document (RD) to enhance current service and sets a 
path for weather support in the NextGen era, as 
supplemented by October discussions and FAA follow-
on letter. Our performance-based services and Quality 
Assurance Surveillance Plan (QASP)1 assure 
consistent products and services. Moreover, the 
performance-based nature of the services ensures that 
NWS remains accountable for product and service 
delivery. The NWS will collaborate with the FAA to 
continually enhance day-to-day weather support 
operations. Based on FAA requirements and a 
successful Demonstration/ Validation (DemVal) which 
demonstrates no degradation of services, we will 
centralize CWSU operations into two locations: 
CWSU-South at the Aviation Weather Center (AWC) 
in Kansas City, MO, and CWSU-North at the NCEP 
in College Park, MD. The CWSU-Anchorage at the 
ARTCC in Anchorage, AK will remain unchanged.2 Forecast support for these locations will 
come from the various components of the Aviation Services Team (AST), described below. To 
address any real-time operational issues that require immediate action, the FAA will contact our 
Lead Forecaster on duty at the appropriate CONUS CWSU. Our operational concept for the 
CWSU Services is modeled after our successful Weather Forecast Office (WFO) structure. For 
any managerial or programmatic issues, the AWC Director will serve as the FAA’s single point 
of contact (POC) for the entire CWSU program.  

• Establishing a performance-based 
service that produces measurable 
results for both the FAA and the NWS.  

• Conducting a DemVal with independent 
evaluation prior to the new business 
model assures no degradation of 
services. 

• Establishing 24/7 CWSU services in two 
CWSUs: CWSU-North and CWSU-
South. 

• Establishing the CWIP as the common 
weather picture across the CWSUs to 
enable situational awareness of NAS 
and weather.  

• Establishing remote decision support 
and consultation to traffic management 
personnel. 

KEY FEATURES 

Our approach is contingent upon a successful Demonstration/Validation (DemVal), conducted 
over a 9-month period of stringent evaluation to capture seasonal weather scenarios. Our 
DemVal will be evaluated by independent groups, both Federal and commercial. In the final 
analysis, the DemVal must demonstrate that the new business model can be implemented with 
no degradation in service.  

1.1 Operations Concept 
The goal of CWSU services is to provide critical weather decision support to traffic management 
personnel to reduce the impact of weather on the safe and efficient flow of air traffic. To achieve 
this goal, and as part of the new operations concept, the NWS proposes products and services 
that include highly detailed, relevant weather information updated every 2 hours.  

The CWSUs are an integral part of our AST, with the AWC, the Alaska Aviation Weather Unit, 
other National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), and WFOs completing the team. 
Figure 1-1 depicts the AST and the role of each team member. In the NWS revised planning, the 
                                                 
1 QASP and QMP provided as separate attachments. 
2 Per FAA guidance, the CWSU Anchorage will remain unchanged. The NWS has therefore not addressed any 
changes to the current Alaska support structure.  
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AST ensures consistency of services and products by using the CWIP, which is developed by 
and disseminated to all members of the AST. 

Figure 1-1: Aviation Services Team (AST) 

NWS Revision_002

Safety and 
Efficiency of 
the NAS

NCEP/AWC

(24/7)

WFO

(24/7)

CWSU –
Anchorage 
(16/7)

CWSU ‐
South

(24/7)

• National guidance
• SIGMETs and AIRMETs
• Convective SIGMETs
• CWIP / TRACON forecast production
• Area Forecasts (FA)
• Int’l flight planning
• AST collaboration
• Volcanic Ash Advisory Center
• Forecast collaboration

• Terminal forecast (TAF)
• Digital forecast grid 

production
• Airport Weather Warnings
• Forecast Collaboration

• Remote decision support for NAS
• Forecast collaboration
• Emergency planning
• Center Weather Advisories
• CWIP input

• Will remain unchanged

CWSU ‐
North

(24/7)

 
The AST will provide 24/7 coverage to the NAS through a combination of advisories, briefings, 
consultations, collaboration, oversight of forecast consistency, CWIP production, Terminal Area 
Forecasts (TAFs), and the National Digital Forecast Database (NDFD).  

Key elements of the team operating approach will drive standardized services and products, 
while promoting consistency across national, regional, and local domains. These elements 
include: 

• CWIP: The CWIP will be a collaborative hourly forecast out to 12 hours (updated every 
2 hours) for convection, precipitation type and intensity, ceiling, winds, surface visibility, 
icing, and turbulence – depicted on multiple graphics. Members of the AST will 
collaborate with the FAA and private industry before issuing the products. Product 
issuance times will be synchronized with the 2-hourly FAA strategic planning process 
and to support the Strategic Planning Team telcons.  

• CWSU Web Portal: CWSU-specific products, including the CWIP and Center Weather 
Advisory (CWA), as well as national, regional, and local weather briefings, will be 
available to the FAA and other users through direct access to the CWSU Web portal. Our 
proposed portal serves as a “one-stop shopping” approach, and offers users one-touch 
access to initiate instant messaging sessions or to request/initiate on-demand weather 
briefings. This portal will also serve as a library of documents related to status, 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), and other management and interpersonal 
communications topics.  

• Interactive Online Collaboration Tools: The FAA and the CWSU meteorologist will 
use state-of-the-art collaboration tools to ensure immediate remote access to one another. 
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These tools include an instant messaging feature and interactive online collaboration 
software used for on-demand briefings, consultations, and urgent problem solving. This 
software tool will allow two-way annotation of graphics, also known as “white-
boarding.”  

1.2 Backup 
The CONUS CWSUs, staffed on a 24/7 basis, will serve as each other’s hot backup sites. The 
other AST components will also provide 24/7 support and continuity of service to the hot backup 
sites. Both CONUS CWSUs will have the capability to provide service backup.  

1.3 Products 
The NWS intends to enhance current CWSU aviation weather support. Using the best technology 
available, the NWS is developing a new suite of aviation-centric products and services that will 
integrate with existing ones to increase consistency, accuracy, and timeliness. This will 
contribute to the goal of reducing the impact of weather on the safe and efficient flow of air 
traffic. Contingent upon a successful DemVal, we will implement enhanced collaboration tools 
and processes across the AST, working toward a common weather picture available to the NAS 
and other aviation stakeholders.  

1.3.1 CWIP 
In today’s aviation environment, it is critical to remain at the forefront of technology and 
innovation in day-to-day operations. With this in mind, the NWS is developing the CWIP – an 
enhanced weather product that incorporates the Collaborative Convective Forecast Product 
(CCFP) (thunderstorm predictions) and adds multiple new forecast elements to cover aviation 
weather-related impacts in a single forecast. The CWIP will be flexible, and will zoom from 
large-scale views (national picture) to multiple levels of granularity. Based upon a successful 
DemVal, the CWIP will serve as a common weather picture across the AST, offering consistent 
views and information. Figures 1-2 and 1-3 depict our vision of the CWIP, which will meet the 
requirements set forth in the FAA’s RD by Full Operational Capability (FOC). 
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Figure 1-2: The CWIP Provides a Common Weather Picture 
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Figure 1-3: The CWIP Provides a Common Weather Picture 
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The NWS will coordinate with the FAA to access the Integrated Terminal Weather System 
(ITWS) and Corridor Integrated Weather System (CIWS) at the CWSUs. We will incorporate 
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this information into the CWIP forecast as appropriate to ensure consistency. More detail on both 
ITWS and CIWS is available in Section 1.4.2. 

The proposed CWIP expands on the CCFP by increasing responsiveness to Weather Forecast 
Office input. The CWIP will provide digital hourly forecasts with animation capability, out to 12 
hours. The forecast is updated every 2 hours (or more if needed), and issued 24 hours/day, year-
round. As part of our approach, the NWS will increase the number of forecast products to 
include convection, precipitation type, precipitation intensity, ceiling, surface visibility, 
turbulence, icing, and winds. CWIP updates will coincide with the FAA’s 2-hourly traffic 
management Strategic Planning Team telcons. CWSU forecasters will add narrative and 
annotation text boxes as needed to enhance user understanding and application for decision-
making. Prior to forecast dissemination, members of the AST will collaborate with industry 
meteorologists and FAA traffic managers to build consensus.  

1.3.1.1. TRACON Forecast 
ARTCC-specific Terminal Radar Approach Control (TRACON) forecasts will be extracted from 
the CWIP and will comply with the 15 requirements specified in the FAA’s original RD. An 
example of a TRACON forecast for convection (Dallas-Ft. Worth [DFW]) is provided in Figure 
1-4. The DFW TRACON forecast has been in place for 6 years, and has proven to be a valuable 
product for operations.  

These TRACON forecasts offer users the option of layering multiple CWIP parameters, such as 
precipitation, winds, or convection; and other weather parameters such as radar data or satellite 
imagery. In addition, the CWIP or TRACON views show air traffic management details such as 
ARTCC boundaries, jet routes, cornerposts, and VHF Omnidirectional Range (VOR) beacon. 

Figure 1-4: Dallas-Ft. Worth TRACON Forecast 
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The NWS continuously develops cutting-edge meteorological products and techniques. As part 
of our new business model, we intend to integrate these new technologies into our new products, 
improvements that meet multiple national needs. Our existing products will be integrated in the 
CWIP, resulting in a more consistent view for air traffic management decision-making.  

Through a continuous feedback process during the DemVal (and subsequently by the Board of 
Performance and Cost Review [BPCR] process, detailed in the QASP) the NWS will work with 
the FAA to refine the CWIP and TRACON forecast product. We will align this product toward 
the NextGen goal of a Single Authoritative Source. 

1.3.2 Remote Briefings 
In accordance with the FAA’s requirements document, the CWSUs will provide scheduled and 
on-demand briefings for the ATCSCC, ARTCCs, TRACONs, and ATCTs. To maintain top-
quality weather briefings, the NWS will enhance the equipment and communications technology 
at the CWSUs, enabling forecasters to fully leverage the benefits of the CWIP. The CWIP 
ensures both a high level of situational awareness and consistency of information from the AST. 
Thus, forecasters can quickly generate the supporting graphics and improved weather analyses 
for comprehensive briefings. All of our FAA customers (ATCSCC, ARTCCs, TRACONs, and 
ATCTs) will receive CWSU briefings via remote briefing techniques. These new techniques will 
be thoroughly evaluated during the 9-month DemVal. 

1.3.2.1. Scheduled Briefings 
Because all FAA customers are offsite, recorded and scheduled briefings occur twice daily at the 
time of traffic management shift change and are updated as appropriate. Briefings consist of at 
least 12-hour forecasts of weather conditions expected to affect air traffic adversely across the 
NAS. These briefings contain information to enable Air Traffic Control and TMU managers to 
make sound decisions and appropriate operational adjustments as needed. We will make 
recorded briefings available to all facilities via our CWSU Web portal.  

1.3.2.2. On-Demand Briefings 
To support emergency operations and on-demand requests, the CWSUs will provide FAA air 
traffic management personnel with immediate, 24/7 remote support through interactive online 
collaboration, instant messaging, and standard voice telecommunications. The briefings will 
consist of concise tactical weather information required to assist NAS traffic managers. These 
briefings will be generated upon FAA/ARTC request, or when AST detects significant weather 
events that could impact aviation. 

1.3.2.3. Center Weather Advisory 
The NWS will continue to issue Center Weather Advisories up to 2 hours in advance for specific 
situations affecting air traffic. The CWA will be valid for up to 2 hours, and may include 
forecasts of conditions expected to begin within 2 hours of issuance. CWAs will be produced and 
disseminated using NAWIPS or another NWS-generated tool, updated as frequently as needed 
during active weather, and in compliance with the FAA’s RD.  

The CWSUs will capitalize on the planned technology upgrades that will enable forecasters to 
quickly generate the weather analysis necessary for enhanced short-term advisory services. The 
common weather picture derived from the CWIP will enable the CWSU meteorologists to have 
greater situational awareness. This will translate into better utilization of radar information, 
satellite images, pilot reports (PIREPS), and surface observations for issuing timely and accurate 
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CWAs. Ultimately, greater focus on weather impacts as a whole will enable CWSU 
meteorologists to remain proactive in the face of potentially dangerous weather conditions. 

1.3.3 Ensuring Product Consistency 
The NWS will achieve consistency by implementing enhanced collaboration in producing the 
CWIP. Since all members of the AST contribute to and receive the CWIP, all weather support 
personnel will have access to consistent information. Moreover, NWS personnel will capitalize 
on new network conferencing and communication technology to allow for collaboration by 
electronic chat, voice, and networked graphics. This technology is available to support both 
product consistency and the ability to resolve any meteorological inconsistencies. For example, if 
the CWIP identifies an area of low ceiling and visibility affecting a particular terminal and the 
current TAF forecast does not, the appropriate CWSU Lead Forecaster will coordinate with the 
relevant issuing offices to resolve the inconsistency.  

The NWS has established a series of performance metrics designed to enhance and maintain 
product consistency, as described in our QASP. These metrics are designed to ensure service 
accountability and track forecast discrepancies, errors, and service quality. We will work 
collaboratively with the FAA to continually refine performance metrics, improve performance, 
and enhance products. As part of our 9-month DemVal, we will evaluate products to foster 
increased consistency. 

1.4 Technical Infrastructure 
The NWS has separated the technical infrastructure and technical requirements into two key 
components. The first is the communications capabilities needed so that NWS meteorologists 
and the FAA can communicate effectively. The second is the information and production 
systems needed for the NWS to produce, display, and disseminate CWSU-specific products to 
the FAA. With both components, the NWS will validate the scale and the specifications of the 
technical infrastructure required during the DemVal. 

1.4.1 Two-way Operational Communication Capabilities 
The FAA recommends leveraging communications technology so that weather operations 
become more in line with the services offered to the FAA’s global partners. To address this, the 
NWS, in collaboration with the FAA, will develop alternate tools and the appropriate training to 
ensure consistent and continuous two-way communications. Any tools developed must be 
rigorously evaluated and proven during the DemVal. 

Without a presence at each ARTCC, we believe that clear and effective communication between 
the NWS meteorologists and the FAA must involve communication delivery methods that 
maximize technologies. These technologies, which will follow stringent Federal IT security 
standards, will be selected jointly by the FAA and the NWS. Examples of these technologies 
include:  

• Voice Communication: To accomplish voice communication, the NWS will use 
traditional telephone services. FAA users requiring support will call their respective 
CWSU.  

• Instant Messaging: Instant messaging allows real-time text-based communication 
between the CWSUs and the FAA. Instant messaging is often preferred for quick 
questions and clarifications, as it allows for rapid responses without the overhead of a 
telephone interaction. Sophisticated instant messaging services will archive chat sessions 
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by region, date, type, and other parameters, and are highly recommended for this 
application. Both the FAA and NWS must agree to the use of instant messaging protocols 
and their security platforms.  

• Interactive Online Collaboration: The NWS will use interactive online collaboration 
tools to deliver 24/7 on-demand briefings and other ad-hoc communications from the 
CWSUs to the FAA. Popular examples of similar technology include GoTo Meeting and 
WebEx. The web collaboration software used in this solution will include a sophisticated 
“white-boarding” capability to allow all parties in the collaboration session to annotate 
imagery on their screens. When combined with voice communication and instant 
messaging, this becomes a highly effective briefing tool. Some online collaboration 
applications currently combine both video and interactive collaboration, which can 
enhance two-way communication.  

• The CWSU Web Portal: Provides a “one-stop-shopping” approach to all CWSU 
products, as well as easy access to vital communications systems for immediate two-way 
communications between the CWSU meteorologist and the FAA customers. At a 
minimum, the CWSU Web portal will provide the FAA user easy access to: 
− The CWIP application page, with the ability to overlay multiple layers and to “zoom” 

to regional or local areas of interest (e.g., TRACONs) 
− The latest recorded weather briefings 
− Instant messaging 
− On-demand weather briefings via web collaboration with voice communication 
− Individualized user configurations 

In addition to the CWIP weather parameters, display capabilities within the CWSU Web portal 
will include information needed by traffic management, such as: 

• Aircraft Situation Display Information (ASDI) 
• Jet Routes 
• Navigation Fixes 
• Sector and ARTCC Boundaries 
• Airport Identifiers 
• TRACON specific information 

Aspects of the CWSU Web portal will be modeled after the Aviation Digital Data Service 
(ADDS) portal (http://adds.aviationweather.gov). Currently, ADDS provides comprehensive 
pilot-friendly aviation weather graphics and data access. As in the development of ADDS, we 
will work closely with the CWSU Web portal users during the DemVal period to define the 
content and layout of the service in order to maximize user value to traffic management. 

The NWS is developing an enterprise system—the Consolidated Aviation Web Services 
(CAWS)—to meet FAA’s Qualified Internet Communications Provider (QICP) standards 
described in FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 00-62 for reliability, accessibility, and security of 
Internet communications for aviation weather. We will host the CWSU Web portal within this 
architecture. We require access to the FAA’s Federal Telecommunications Infrastructure (FTI) 
network to securely and directly connect to this QICP architecture. 

We intend to provide these technologies through successful integration into the FAA’s FTI 
networks. For these tools to work, the FAA must ensure sufficient bandwidth on the FTI 
networks to support the CWSU Web portal and the two-way operation communications 
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capabilities. The FAA must also ensure that their users have appropriately scaled computer and 
telecommunications equipment to use NWS products and services. 

1.4.2 Information and Production Systems 
CWSU meteorologists will initially have several meteorological and aviation information 
systems available for analysis and product generation. Some of these systems are specific to 
NWS production, while others are integral parts of the FAA’s daily operations. All of the display 
systems must be available during the interactive online collaboration sessions. These systems 
include:  

• NAWIPS: This system is a CWSU meteorologist workstation that enables forecasters to 
produce the CWIP and monitor current and forecast weather conditions.  

• CIWS/ITWS: The FAA will need to ensure access of CIWS and ITWS at the CWSUs. 
To promote common situational awareness, we will integrate CIWS and ITWS 
functionality into the CWSU Web portal, the CWIP, and NAWIPS.  

• Aircraft Situation Display (ASD): Our goal is to either incorporate ASD data into our 
CWSU Web portal, or purchase/install a flight data application such as Flight ExplorerTM. 
This promotes common situational awareness between the meteorologist and the FAA.  

• Briefing Presentation Tool: The NWS’s CWSU transition team, working with the FAA, 
will evaluate premier Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS)/Government-Off-the-Shelf 
(GOTS) applications and select the one best suited to meet the FAA’s briefing 
requirements. The selected application will enable the user to organize graphics, develop 
animations, and record the briefings with animation. These briefings will incorporate 
displays from the information and production systems mentioned above. All briefings 
will be available and archived on the CWSU Web portal.  

• Weather and Radar Processor (WARP): The NWS and the FAA will work to 
determine how WARP and the WARP briefing terminals will be incorporated into the 
CWSU product and service suite. The NWS understands that while our entire product 
suite will be hosted and available through the CWSU Web portal, the FAA relies on 
WARP display for many other weather products.  

1.4.3 NAWIPS/AWIPS II Figure 1-5: NAWIPS Workstation 
NAWIPS (depicted in Figure 1-5) is 
the meteorological data visualization 
and integrated product generation 
system currently used by the NCEP 
centers and planned for the CWSUs. 
NAWIPS provides a national scope of 
weather information and product 
generation. The implementation of 
NAWIPS at the CWSUs provides the 
following benefits: 

• NAWIPS is a proven and 
configurable solution because of 
its ease of implementation. 

• NAWIPS provides a common platform among NCEP centers and the CWSUs. 
Forecasters will have access to the same weather-related data sets and tools.  
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• NAWIPS provides common production tools, including CWAs and the CWIP, for all 
aviation forecasters, enabling product consistency and reduced training time. 

Figure 1-6 presents the required NAWIPS equipment list for FOC. 

Figure 1-6: Equipment List for FOC 
Type Site Equipment at Each Site 

CWSU South 6 NAWIPS (4 monitors at each station) 

6 Briefing PCs (2 monitors at each station) 

CWSU North 6 NAWIPS (4 monitors at each station) 

6 Briefing PCs (2 monitors at each station) 

AWC CWIP Support 1 NAWIPS (4 monitors at each station) 

1 Briefing PCs (2 monitors at each station) 

 

1.4.3.1. Migration to AWIPS II 
NAWIPS will be migrated to AWIPS II, the future forecast infrastructure for the NWS. 
Currently in development, AWIPS II is the new, extensible Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 
that will support the entire NWS enterprise—including all NWS operational units. The NWS is 
planning the AWIPS II migration and anticipates integrating NAWIPS functionality at the 
CWSUs by the year 2012. A major benefit of the migration to the AWIPS II SOA is that the 
CWSUs will benefit from NWS-wide enhancements, such as data delivery and collaboration, 
already planned for the system after initial deployment. Hardware and software upgrades 
required to effect the final implementation of AWIPS II at the CWSUs are detailed in the Cost 
Proposal.  
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2.0 Management/Organization 

• Predicated upon a successful 
DemVal, a dedicated POC (the AWC 
Director) is responsible for the overall 
program after completion of the 
transition.  

• A dedicated transition team 
composed of transition SMEs and the 
necessary support structure to effect 
a seamless transition with minimal 
risk to continuity of operations.  

• A QA Manager (GS-13) to monitor 
performance to ensure high-quality, 
standardized, responsive, and 
consistent NWS aviation products 
and services. 

• An Aviation Liaison Officer (ALO) 
(GS-14) to ensure that both CWSU 
and FAA personnel remain up-to-date 
on the latest in weather forecast 
technologies and processes. 

• A dedicated Transition Manager (TM) 
to oversee all aspects of the 
transition to the new business model.  

KEY FEATURES In response to FAA needs, we revised our management 
approach, to increase oversight, leadership, and 
accountability of the aviation weather support to the NAS. 
Our solution provides dedicated staff to support 24/7 NAS 
operations as well as a dedicated, single POC, enabling 
the NWS and the FAA to immediately address and 
resolve any CWSU-related issues. We will work with the 
FAA to implement a Quality Management Plan (QMP) to 
measure and improve our aviation support.  

2.1 CWSU Staffing 
Based on the collaborative FAA-NWS meetings in 
October 2008, and the subsequent FAA letter received by 
the NWS, we have developed a staffing profile to meet 
the FAA’s requirements. Key staffing features are: 

• A dedicated POC to address any CWSU-related 
issue.  

• 24/7 remote briefings and service for FAA air 
traffic management from two CONUS CWSUs. 

• Additional forecaster positions at the AWC to 
produce the CWIP.  

Figure 2-1 summarizes the required staffing for the positions defined in the operations concept. 

Figure 2-1: Staffing 
Location Staffing 

CWSU North 1 Branch Chief (GS-15) 
1 Aviation Liaison Officer (training/outreach) (GS-14) 
5 Senior Forecasters (GS-14)  
13 Forecasters (GS-13) 

CWSU South 1 Branch Chief (GS-15) 
1 Aviation Liaison Officer (training/outreach) (GS-14) 
5 Senior Forecasters (GS-14)  
13 Forecasters (GS-13) 

AWC Additional 5 CWIP Forecasters (GS-14) 
Anchorage* 1 MIC (GS-13) 

3 Forecasters (GS-12) 
NWS Headquarters Quality Assurance Manager (GS-13) 
Total staffing 50 Full Time Equivalents (FTE) 
* The Anchorage CWSU will not undergo any changes; the information is provided for staffing 
totals. 

 
Based on NWS practices at other facilities, we have determined the grade structure for the 
CWSUs and increased AWC staff. The new CWIP forecast positions at the AWC will be GS-14, 
in line with the current grade structure at the AWC for forecasters performing similar duties. 
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2.2 Program Management 
The NWS’s management approach to the CWSU program is composed of two phases that are 
contingent upon the successful completion of the 9-month DemVal: Phase 1- Transition Phase; 
and Phase 2 – FOC.  

Our dedicated Transition Manager (TM) will oversee the DemVal, and will be assisted by 
temporary contractor personnel. During Phase 1, the NWS TM will serve as the FAA’s single 
POC for all transition-related issues or concerns. The TM will have oversight over the total 
transition, DemVal, and change management impacts associated with the new model. The TM 
will meet frequently with both the FAA and the NWS to provide status updates on the transition. 
The TM will also serve as the NWS’s lead representative on the Board of Performance and Cost 
Review (BPCR). In addition, the TM will maintain frequent contact with the AWC Director, 
who will assume operational management and oversight of the CWSU program at the start of 
Phase 2 – FOC. Once the transition is complete, the TM position will be eliminated and the 
AWC Director will assume all management responsibilities associated with the CWSU program, 
including NWS representation on the BPCR. Figure 2-2 depicts our proposed organization 
during each of the two phases.  

Figure 2-2: Organizational Structure: Transition and FOC 
PHASE 2 –FOC

Transition 
Manager

Transition/
PM Support

Operational 
Demonstration 

Support

Product 
Development 

Support

NWS Leadership

Tech Support

NWS Revision 003

AWC Director QA Manager

CWSU‐
North

CWSU‐
South

AWC ‐
CWIP

LEGEND:  = NWS Staff = Contractor Support

NWS Leadership

QA Manager

Transition support contractors are 
eliminated after transition is complete

PHASE 1 – TRANSITION

SUCCESSFUL 
DemVal

 
Key Government personnel are either already on board, or will be competitively selected to 
ensure that they have the right level of experience and knowledge to effectively implement and 
manage the new business model. The key positions are the TM, the Quality Assurance Manager 
(QAM), the AWC Director (already staffed), and temporary contractor personnel. The NWS TM 
must have an aviation background and sufficient knowledge and experience with both the 
CWSU and NWS aviation program to oversee the transfer of operations to the new business 
model during the transition phase. The TM is expected to seamlessly hand over a fully functional 
CWSU program to the AWC Director upon transition completion. At that time, the TM and 
contractor support positions will be eliminated from the CWSU program. Figure 2-3 presents 
brief descriptions of the required qualifications for each of these positions. 
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Figure 2-3: Key Personnel 
Position Qualifications 

PHASE 1 – TRANSITION 
Transition Manager 
Position eliminated after 
transition is complete 

GS-15 position. Possesses broad experience and familiarity with NWS Aviation programs. 
Has experience with outreach and change management. Experienced in managing 
transitions of similar complexity. Serves as the FAA’s single POC for all transition-related 
issues.  

Technical Support Temporary Contractor Support. Provides IT/facilities consulting and related support as 
needed. Supports the 9-month DemVal and transition as needed. Oversees development 
of CWSU Web portal and SharePoint Transition portal. 

Transition / PM 
Support 

Temporary Contractor Support. Supports the TM by planning and executing transition 
tasks as assigned. Maintains cost, schedule, and transition metrics and status reports. 
Develops and maintains the CWSU Web portal and the SharePoint Transition portal. 
Supports the 9-month DemVal as needed.  

DemVal Support Temporary Contractor Support. Working with the TM, responsible for complete set-up and 
execution of the DemVal prior to independent evaluation.  

Product Development 
Support 

Temporary Contractor Support. Working with the TM, provides support for development 
and dissemination of CWIP, TRACON, remote briefings, and CWA products.  

Quality Assurance 
Manager (new 
position) 

GS-14 position. Monitors program performance to ensure high-quality, standardized, 
responsive, and consistent NWS aviation products and services. Maintains the QASP and 
addresses any noted deficiencies with the TM, AWC Director, and NWS leadership. 

PHASE 2 – FOC 
AWC Director (existing 
position) 

SES position. Experienced NWS leader with executive competencies needed to build a 
corporate culture that drives results, serves internal and/or external customers, and builds 
successful teams and coalitions. Manages the entire CWSU program and serves as the 
FAA’s single POC for all CWSU issues (lead forecasters address real-time operational 
concerns). 

Quality Assurance 
Manager (existing 
position)  

GS-14 position. Monitors program performance to ensure high-quality, standardized, 
responsive, and consistent NWS aviation products and services. Maintains the QASP and 
addresses any noted deficiencies with the TM, AWC Director, and NWS leadership. 

2.3 Reporting Requirements 
We understand that effective reporting is critical to successful performance, and will provide all 
reports specified in the FAA’s RD. For example:  

• Records Management: The CWSUs will continue current record-keeping practices, 
creating and maintaining files that document the processing of work and other associated 
information.  

• Performance Data: We will track, record, and monitor performance based on the 
information provided in the QASP and Performance Requirements Summary (PRS). 
Details of the approach to collecting and reporting performance data are provided in the 
QMP and the QASP.  

• Transition Reporting: We will meet monthly with the FAA to provide progress reports 
and will provide written transition reports in accordance with the FAA’s RD.  

• Operational Change Proposals (OCPs): When required, the TM or AWC Director, as 
appropriate (per Phase) will generate OCPs. We recommend that the BCPR be used as 
the forum for discussion and approval of OCPs. The BCPR will conduct thorough 
reviews of change proposals and implement them accordingly. New metrics may be 
developed to measure the effectiveness of the change, and these will be reported to the 
BPCR under the quality program. 

• Facilities Implementation Plan (FIP): The NWS will develop and submit the detailed 
plan to the FAA within 60 days of Authorization to Proceed with the DemVal. The plan 
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will show the changes in the equipment, facilities, and tools used in the day-to-day 
operations during the performance of the CWSU program. The FIP will also contain the 
number, location, and availability of the facilities, tools, and equipment. We will use the 
plan as the framework for implementing the changes outlined in our technical response 
and as the basis for reporting on FIP implementation.  

Figure 2-4 lists our key Contract Deliverable Requirements List (CDRL) reporting documents.  

Figure 2-4: NWS Reporting Documents 

CDRL Title 
001 Quality Management Plan 

002 Transition Reports 

003 Operational Change Proposal 

004 Facilities Implementation Plan 

2.4 Board of Performance and Cost Review 
The NWS considers the BPCR an essential mechanism for maintaining the quality required for a 
successful CWSU program and identifying and resolving issues quickly. The BPCR is a key 
element of our QMP, which addresses all aspects of customer satisfaction and effective 
performance. The BPCR’s quarterly reviews ensure compliance with the terms of the new FAA-
NWS Interagency Agreement. The BPCR may also meet on an as-required basis to consider 
urgent issues that should not wait for the next quarterly meeting. Agendas for the meeting will 
include reporting on the Acceptable Performance Levels (APLs), cost reporting, proposed 
requirement and operational changes, and other open issues. The BPCR also provides a forum to 
address all issues and get the attention of senior management, resulting in increased participation 
by both the FAA and the NWS in issue management.  

The BPCR provides an opportunity for the FAA and the NWS to exchange information 
regarding the impact of proposed changes on the quality of CWSU services, including changes to 
the QASP. In this role, the BPCR may address concerns regarding systemic performance issues 
elevated to their attention. The NWS may also discuss discrepancies in the surveillance 
conducted or data collected by the FAA. 

We suggest that the BPCR include core team members from all levels of support from the 
CWSU program, as well as senior leadership from the NWS and FAA. The BPCR’s composition 
ensures that all levels of the NWS organization participate in the continuous improvement of the 
quality of services and products provided under the CWSU program. 

2.5 Cost, Schedule, and Performance Management 
The NWS will use structured methodologies to manage the CWSU program. Inherent in any 
large program are cost, schedule, and performance risks, and the NWS will address these by 
using both experienced personnel and disciplined management processes. The key elements of 
the NWS’s approach are drawn from industry best practices and include defining baselines, roles 
and responsibilities, reporting levels, and reporting requirements. Additional elements of our 
management approach include:  

• Establishing a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and performance risks, and the NWS 
will address these by using both experienced personnel and disciplined management 
processes.  
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• Establishing a transition schedule that includes deliverables and milestones, as well as the 
DemVal, and conforms to the program’s Integrated Master Schedule (IMS). 

• Ensuring that program-level scope, schedule, costs, change requests, and performance 
metrics are tracked against a valid baseline. 

• Collecting program data regularly and maintaining it on a planned SharePoint transition 
portal for use by NWS and FAA stakeholders.  

The NWS will track and monitor cost, schedule, and performance over the life of the CWSU 
program and maintain the associated documentation on our proposed CWSU Web portal. This 
enables the FAA to view metrics, standard reports, and required deliverables from a single, easy-
to-use location.  

2.5.1 Performance Measures 
The new performance-based structure enables increased communications between stakeholders 
and promotes continuous service improvement. The NWS will establish a CWSU Quality 
Program (QP) to address all aspects of performance measurement. Under the CWSU QP – 
described in detail in the Quality Management Plan – the FAA and the NWS will work 
collaboratively to ensure that services comply with FAA requirements and will agree on methods 
to continuously improve weather support processes. The QP formalizes the quality process and 
clearly defines the roles and responsibilities of CWSU personnel. All quality efforts support the 
NWS’s goal of meeting and exceeding the Acceptable Performance Levels (APLs) in the 
Performance Requirements Summary (PRS).  

The CWSU QP includes a formal site review that involves a comprehensive examination of the 
operation and performance of the CWSUs. The site review team will assess the CWSUs based on 
their contributions to the performance measures. The team will report its findings directly to the 
NWS Director.  

2.5.2 Risk Management 
An important component of effective risk management is communication across all lines within 
the CWSU program. In transitioning to the new CWSU Services model, NWS personnel leading 
this program (TM until FOC; AWC Director post-FOC) will maintain frequent communications 
with NWS and FAA leadership to ensure that all cost, schedule, and performance baselines are 
on track and progressing in accordance with the IMS and the WBS. In the event of any 
deviations, the TM or the AWC Director (depending on the phase) will work with the BCPR, 
NWS leadership, FAA stakeholders, and the QA Manager to proactively address risk and correct 
any deficiencies. The TM or AWC Director will document all known and potential risks in the 
Monthly Reports. Prior to FOC, the TM will have risk management and mitigation 
responsibility; in the FOC phase, the AWC Director will assume these duties.  

Traditional risk assessment includes three steps: identification, estimation, and evaluation. 

• Identification produces a list of events with risks likely to compromise project success. 
• Estimation produces a probability of the risk events occurring. 
• Evaluation results in a priority ordering of the risks based upon probability of 

occurrence. 
Leveraging the experience of our TM, BPCR, and other personnel assigned to this effort, the 
NWS will assess the risks that directly apply to the overall CWSU Services model and construct 
a risk management plan that includes mitigating actions. Through the management of overall 
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risks, the FAA will be assured of reduced risk in managing the CWSU Services model. Figure 2-
4 defines some of the risks we have identified for this business model, and associated mitigation 
actions.  

Figure 2-4: Management/Operational Risk Analysis 

Description Impact Mitigation Strategy 
Interpersonal 
Communications 

High • Policy of timely, clear, and open communications 
• CWSU Web portal houses the latest information with regard to CWSU 

Services model status, FAQs, and other relevant data 
IT Infrastructure High • Implementation of high-availability architecture to ensure real-time, on-

time, all-the-time access, display, and delivery of CWSU products and 
services. 

• Continuous dialogue with the FAA to ensure security, reliability, and 
accessibility of two-way communication systems resident within the FAA 
architecture. 

Performance High • End-to-end training to ensure that all personnel are equipped with the 
necessary information with regard to all aspects of the services provided.  

• QAM communicates APLs and monitors performance. 
Customer Satisfaction High • Performance-based contract ensures levels of accountability 

• QAM monitors quality and communicates with FAA personnel 
• Customer satisfaction surveys provide feedback 
• Proactive communication ensures a clear operational picture 

Product Performance High • Continuous monitoring of products 
• Collaboration with the FAA and AST members 
• Continuous enhancements made by Product Development Team 

2.5.3 Managing Change 
We recognize the need to manage change to ensure continuity, quality, and consistency of 
CWSU services, and to support the personnel affected by the new business model. Our strategy 
to manage change in the new business model focuses on performance requirements, cultural 
changes, and organizational impacts. As part of our strategy, the NWS will support AST 
personnel by enabling them to maintain and develop the skills required to ensure continuity, 
quality, and consistency.  

2.5.3.1. Approach to Managing Changes 
The foundation to any improvements in CWSU services must first occur through a paradigm 
shift within the NWS and FAA. Culture change is realized through training, implementing new 
technology, performance feedback, dedicated leadership, accountability, and a joint commitment 
and partnership to high-quality services.  

To meet an improved national scope in services, the NWS will provide the AST with the 
information tools necessary to view weather and air traffic across the NAS, including national 
forecast products such as the CWIP. First, our proposed CWSU Web portal will provide 
common information to the AST and all stakeholders. Infusing new technology will further 
enhance our service-based culture. Second, we will develop specialized training to educate all 
AST members on the impact of weather on the NAS, along with customer service training. 
Third, we will provide a performance-based system, which is a natural enabler of change.  

CWSU Aviation Liaison Officers (ALOs) will coordinate the necessary training for appropriate 
members of the AST; subjects include: the importance of weather forecasts impact to the NAS 
from a safety perspective, technology transition, and local area aviation weather knowledge. A 
full description of the NWS’s training approach is located in Section 3.8. 
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Employing a performance-based system is a proven conduit of culture change. The process of 
performance feedback – especially through performance goals and rewards for exceeding those 
goals – is an important and effective motivator of change. 

2.5.3.2. Addressing Skill Gaps 
Employing a new business model requires implementing new forecast tools, software, processes, 
and enhanced services, as well as identifying current gaps in skills from using existing 
technology. Each will require associated training, content communication, or both. The success 
of change depends upon effectively communicating the model design to its internal and external 
customers. Without it comes the failure to understand goals and missions. Combining a change 
to CWSU culture with effective training on the skills needed to be proficient in new CWSU 
technology and providing a national scope, will translate to more accurate and effective support 
toward a safe and efficient NAS. 

The NWS will communicate our vision and commitment to supporting the FAA through an 
extensive personal outreach effort by our management and leadership. In addition, we will 
provide webinars and online training modules to ensure that NWS personnel continue to support 
the FAA’s mission of a safe and efficient NAS.  

With each new technology implementation, the NWS will provide the necessary forecaster 
training on technology use and interpretation (e.g., CWIP forecasts). This training will be in the 
form of online modules and directed one-on-one training by the ALO or CWSU representative. 
FAA personnel in each ARTCC will receive similar training on the aviation weather products, 
services, and new technologies, as well as how each of these can be incorporated into air traffic 
management. The NWS ALO or CWSU will continue to provide training and conduct 
proficiency checks for NWS forecasters to include FAA phraseology, procedures, and air traffic 
weather impact knowledge. Key TMU personnel will also receive training as needed. Additional 
details of our training plan are addressed in Section 3.8. 

2.6 Equipment, Facilities, and Tools 
Based on the requirement for the new business model, the NWS will update its analysis of staff, 
equipment, and layout requirements for the two CWSUs and the enhanced functions at the AWC. 
Our experienced facilities personnel will develop a detailed FIP within 60 days of the FAA’s 
Authorization to Proceed. Our FIP will include the space, equipment, and modifications required 
to conduct the 9-month DemVal.  

2.6.1 Changes from the Baseline 
NWS facility and IT experts have worked with NWS meteorologists to analyze the current floor 
plans, equipment, and tools within CWSUs and the AWC. We will combine this information 
with the operations concept of the Ft. Worth CWSU, which hosts some of the future technology 
and tools we intend to implement, to develop a notional layout. We will expand these plans to 
adjust for multiple desk operations, associated equipment, and increased staffing levels at the 
CWSUs and AWC.  

As part of our new CWSU implementation effort, we will need to upgrade the facilities, ensure 
proper interfaces to FAA communications circuits, and install the necessary tools and equipment 
to assure continued high-quality aviation weather support. For example, the AWC and NCEP 
will require space for CWSU operations and management. Space requirements include 
operational work areas, workstations, training areas, and an equipment room.  
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3.0 Transition 
The smooth, orderly, and timely transition to the new 
CWSU Services model can only begin after a successful 
DemVal. In addition, a thorough management approach 
and an accountable transition team are needed to 
incorporate the results of the independent evaluation of 
the DemVal. Our transition team will address all 
necessary aspects of the transition, including risk 
management, quality and performance management, 
change management, communications and coordination, 
staffing, and resources. Clearly defined project, risk 
management, and communications plans, integrated with 
quality management best practices, provide the roadmap 
to ensure an effective operation. Our transition plan 
describes specific transition management activities 
designed to reduce cost, schedule, and performance risks 
in completing a smooth transition. 

The NWS has demonstrated its capability to effect large-
scale transitions through the successful Modernization 
and Restructuring Effort (MAR). At the time, this 
enormous undertaking transitioned the NWS from legacy 
systems to a modernized, streamlined technology-based 
organization. As part of the transition, the NWS relocated 
personnel as appropriate. Many of these personnel are still on-hand and will lend their guidance 
and expertise to our transition team as we move to the CWSU Service.  

• A sophisticated training approach 
covering new tools and 
technologies, operating procedures, 
and customer service.  

• An approach to retaining institutional 
knowledge to maintain continuity of 
operations and service levels during 
the transition. 

• A dedicated SharePoint Transition 
portal to house all transition-related 
documentation, including status 
reports, training materials, and 
FAQs. 

• Conducting a DemVal with 
independent evaluation prior to the 
new business model assures no 
degradation of services. 

• A dedicated transition team to 
ensure that the CWSUs meet our 
stringent transition timeline.  

• A single POC during the transition – 
the TM – to oversee the CWSU 
transition from start to finish.  

Key Features 

Given our past success, the NWS offers a robust transition approach in evolving our services to 
the new business model. We see this transition as taking place in two major steps, whereby both 
are contingent upon a successful DemVal: standing down the ARTCC CWSUs, while 
concurrently standing up the new CWSU Services. 

The following paragraphs highlight the key elements of our approach, to be refined by the 
transition team and presented to the FAA within 90 days of proposal acceptance and agreement 
by the NWS.  

3.1 Transitioning to the CWSU-North and CWSU-South 
At a high level, the NWS transition plan includes best transition practices and assigns an 
experienced TM to lead the effort. We will work with the FAA to ensure a seamless transition to 
achieve the goal of providing consistent, timely, and accurate 24/7 weather services. The NWS 
will provide a detailed transition plan within 90 days of proposal acceptance by the FAA.  

The NWS anticipates that at Initial Operating Capability (IOC), we will stand up a CWSU that is 
fully equipped with the new tools, technologies, and product-generation capabilities. This CWSU 
will mirror the activities of the legacy CWSUs before beginning operational cutover. Our 
detailed transition plan, to be provided to the FAA within 90 days of proposal acceptance, will 
include key information regarding the sequential transition to FOC.  
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At FOC, the NWS anticipates full implementation of the CWSU Service Model with the 
following attributes:  

• CWSU-North: Located at the NCEP in College Park, MD, and staffed with 18 
forecasters, 1 Aviation Liaison Officer (ALO), and 1 Branch Chief. This CWSU will 
support the FAA on a 24/7 basis.  

• CWSU-South: Located at the AWC in Kansas City, MO, and staffed with 18 forecasters, 
1 ALO, and 1 Branch Chief. This CWSU will support the FAA on a 24/7 basis. 

• CWIP Personnel: In place and on-site at the AWC in Kansas City, MO, and staffed with 
five Lead Forecasters.  

• CWSU Anchorage, AK: no change. 
Figure 3-1 depicts a notional geographic demarcation of the two CWSUs. This proposed 
division will be validated during the DemVal. 

Figure 3-1: The CWSU Services – Notional CWSU Map 

 
As part of the NWS’s transition planning, we include elements of change management to reduce 
overall risk. The TM is accountable for the success of the transition and will implement the basic 
elements found in Figure 3-2 to ensure a successful transition.  

Figure 3-2: Transition Approach 
Feature  Benefits  

After the independent evaluation of the DemVal, and a 
decision made to proceed, the TM will lead the 
Transition Team in implementing the new CWSU 
services model as part of the IOC. 

Transition with reduced risk and predictable results to 
effect the transition to the new CWSU Services model 
on schedule.  

DemVal of new products, services, and supporting 
processes with independent valuation of operational 
readiness. 

Ensures validity, accuracy, and effectiveness of 
products and services before operational turnover.  

Clearly defined transition roles and responsibilities.  Ensures that transition plan is executed smoothly. 
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Feature  Benefits  
SharePoint portal available to FAA, NWS, and CWSU 
personnel throughout the transition process. 

Promotes open communications and a clear view into 
step-by-step transition processes, milestones, and 
progress.  

Regularly scheduled transition progress meetings with 
FAA to reinforce partnership, align expectations, and 
report any issues or problems. 

Establishes effective communications mechanisms to 
improve the FAA’s visibility into transition and program 
activities and status. 

Standardized training for all CWSU and FAA personnel. Supports consistent and accurate forecast products. 
Expertise in use of tools, technology, and products 
supports safe and efficient NAS. 

 
Our transition approach involves developing the new and improved products and services to 
support the FAA. Following the FAA’s Authorization to Proceed, the NWS will begin a 3-month 
pre-DemVal activity to mitigate risk and prepare the appropriate staffing and technical resources. 
Following this 3-month planning activity, we will proceed with the 9-month DemVal. Upon 
independent validation that the DemVal is successful, our transition team will move forward 
with the transition process as part of IOC, moving equipment and personnel into the two CONUS 
CWSUs. We anticipate an additional 6 months of post-DemVal planning, again to mitigate 
against any risks to personnel, technical support, or other key areas that could affect FOC. The 
final phase of our transition approach involves establishing full operations in the new business 
model. Figure 3-3 depicts our transition progression. 

Figure 3-3: Transition Progression 

Current Activities Authorization to Proceed  to 
DemVal

DemVal

FOC

Identify required actions for 
new product development
– CWIP
– TRACON forecast
– Recorded Briefings
– Web Portals

Launch Transition Team
Develop products and tools
Develop Facilities Implementation 
Plan
Develop Transition Plan
Post temporary CWSU and AWC 
positions for Operational 
Demonstration
Assign Independent  Evaluation Team
Begin 3‐month pre‐DemVal risk 
mitigation activities

Independent Evaluation Team 
provides continuous  feedback
Continuously  implement 
feedback
Obtain Authorization to Proceed.

Two CONUS CWSUs
New products   and tools 
implemented
AWC Director assumes operations 
oversight
Ongoing training

Authorization to Proceed to 
FOC

Conduct I&I with NWSEO
Begin 6‐month post‐DemVal risk 
mitigation activities
Execute Facilities Implementation 
Plan
Implement Transition Plan
Begin relocation / hiring process
Transition out 20 CWSUs
Begin to implement all new products 
and tools
Training for FAA and NWS NWS Revision_004

IOC  PHASE
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3.2 Transitioning Out the ARTCC CWSUs 
Our dedicated TM and the transition team will bring significant experience and expertise in 
effecting transitions of similar scope and complexity. These key individuals will develop a 
phased approach, based on industry best practices, to transitioning out CWSUs on a region-by-
region basis. This approach provides multiple benefits to both the NWS and the FAA:  

• Continuity of operations during the transition.  
• Backup capability at each Center. 
• Institutional knowledge retention during the transition. 
• Seamless transition by standing up the incoming CWSUs while gradually standing down 

ARTCC CWSU operations.  
• NWS and FAA personnel will be able to track status, read FAQs, and obtain other 

relevant information from our SharePoint Transition portal, described below.  
• Cost minimization associated with transitioning personnel in both the stand-up and stand-

down of CWSUs.  

3.3 Transition Resources 
Our experienced transition team is led by a NWS TM, who will be surrounded by a team of 
contracted experts to assist in the transition process. These contracted positions will begin upon 
receipt of the Authorization to Proceed with the DemVal, and will terminate upon reaching the 
FOC. These positions and associated roles are outlined in Figure 3-4.  

Figure 3-4: Transition Roles and Responsibilities 
Role Responsibility 

Transition Manager  • Oversees all aspects of the transition and provides status updates to NWS executive 
leadership 

• Performs all aspects of program management related to transition activities, including 
planning, monitoring, control, and scheduling 

• Communicates and facilitates NWS-FAA activities across all functional areas supporting 
the transition 

• Plans, develops, delivers, and evaluates all transition-related communications with 
CWSU personnel  

• Provides oversight on all transition reporting, deliverables, and performance 
• Leads formation of BPCR and provides monthly status reports to FAA staff 
• Communicates with the entire transition team to ensure common knowledge 

Technical Support 
(Contractor) 

• Provides training on new tools and applications 
• Defines technical aspects of program, such as equipment needs 
• Communicates and facilitates activities across all functional areas supporting the 

transition 
• Manages technical integration of systems, data communications links 
• Oversees development of CWSU and Transition portals 
• Assesses current configurations, security, reporting capabilities 
• Installs and configures new equipment 
• Troubleshoots system and equipment issues 
• Communicates with the entire transition team to ensure common knowledge 

Transition/PM 
Support (Contractor) 

• Supports the TM in all aspects of program management related to transition activities 
including planning, monitoring and control, and scheduling 

• Supports the TM in communicating and facilitating NWS-FAA activities across all 
functional areas supporting the transition, including Transition portal documentation 

• Tracks transition reporting, deliverables, and performance 
• Updates status reports to TM 
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Role Responsibility 
• Provides project support to the TM and the DemVal team as needed. 
• Updates transition and demonstration schedules 
• Manages logistical needs associated with both transition and demonstration 
• Performs administrative duties as assigned 
• Communicates with the entire transition team to ensure common knowledge 

DemVal Support 
(Contractor) 

• Oversees all aspects of the DemVal, including people, process, tools, and technology 
considerations. Includes the following activities: 
o Communicates and facilitates activities across DemVal development and evaluation 
o Manages technical integration of applications and weather products 
o Assesses current application configurations, security, reporting capabilities 
o Coordinates with the Technical Support contractor to install and configure new 

tools/applications 
o Monitors performance of new tools/applications during DemVal development 
o Troubleshoots application issues 

• Reports on all DemVal-related activities to the TM 
• Conducts internal reviews on the DemVal 
• Communicates with other members of the transition team to ensure common knowledge 

Product Development 
(Contractor)  

• Oversees development of all product development activities, including CWIP/TRACON 
forecasts, remote briefings, and others as necessary 

• Coordinates with Technical Support contractor on web development activities 
• Reports to the TM on all product development activities and status 
• Manages technical integration of applications and weather products 
• Communicates with the entire transition team to ensure common knowledge 

 

To ensure a seamless transition and full participation by the FAA, we recommend that the FAA 
appoint a transition liaison as the key interface with the NWS Transition Team. We propose that 
NWS-FAA working groups coordinate implementation details (e.g., facilities, communications, 
remote briefings, and QASP implementation). A DemVal is required prior to deploying new 
products, services, and processes.  

3.4 Transition Schedule 
The transition schedule presented in Figure 3-5 incorporates risk mitigation activities prior to (3 
months) and after (6 months) the DemVal. In this schedule, the NWS implements the technical 
and management approach and achieves full operation within 42 months from transition start. 
The main schedule drivers are the Impact and Implementation (I&I) process with the NWS 
Employees’ Organization, personnel processes to bid and fill new positions, the installation of 
NAWIPS systems, training of new CWSU and AWC staff, and the DemVal. The proposed 
timelines are based on the experience of our transition team in transitions of similar scope and 
complexity.  

As an alternative, the NWS will work toward an accelerated transition schedule of 33 months, 
provided that personnel and technical issues are resolved early.  
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Figure 3-5: Transition Schedule 
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3.5 Personnel Changes 
We recognize that with a transition of this magnitude, personnel changes will be necessary to 
effect a smooth transition and to maintain consistent, accurate, and reliable aviation weather 
products and services. As part of our personnel transition approach, the NWS must consider the 
following key transition elements and their corresponding benefits to the FAA:  

• Knowledge Retention: The NWS will retain existing personnel to the extent possible to 
maintain institutional knowledge and continuity of operations. 

• Maintaining Employee Morale: We will provide effective Human Resources (HR) 
support to those personnel who are relocating or experiencing career changes, to 
minimize negative impacts on the employees.  

• Satisfying Legal Requirements: The NWS must conduct successful I&I negotiations 
with the NWS Employees’ Organization prior to any personnel relocations. This element 
is critical to ensuring a smooth transition of personnel with minimal impacts to ongoing 
operations.  

• Transitioning Personnel During the DemVal: The NWS will require support as we 
maintain full service, stand up the 9-month DemVal, and stand down remaining CWSUs 
across the country.  

HR planning for this transition, including internal I&I, will begin immediately upon receipt of 
Authorization to Proceed from the FAA. NWS leadership will work closely with our HR 
department to implement the HR plan upon successful DemVal completion and the subsequent 
Authorization to Proceed from the FAA.  

3.6 Technology and Equipment Changes 
The effective communication structures proposed between the meteorologists and the FAA will 
enable cost-effective communications in easy-to-use formats. As previously discussed, the NWS 
will enhance existing communications and implement new operational technologies. These 
include traditional telephone services, instant messaging (subject to stringent IT security 
controls), and interactive web-enabled collaboration.  

In addition, it is critical to evolve the CWSUs to the NAWIPS environment. During the 
transition period, the NWS will install NAWIPS systems and workstations in both CWSUs, as 
well as the CWIP component at the AWC. Additional suites of forecaster and briefer equipment 
to support DemVal activities are required at the CWSUs. Following independent evaluation of 
DemVal results, our transition team will follow a systematic methodology to test and roll out 
equipment and tools. With each deployment of technology and equipment, the transition team 
will coordinate activities with the FAA. 

3.7 Tools to Support Transition Management  
SharePoint Transition Portal: All relevant transition data generated, collected, and tracked will 
be stored on this portal so that FAA stakeholders can access the information at any time. The 
secure portal will allow both FAA and NWS stakeholders to have full visibility into progress, 
current activities, trends identified, and developing solutions. Since our portal is a collaborative 
tool, the FAA may elect to provide feedback outside of the regularly scheduled transition 
progress reviews. All feedback will be stored on the portal, enabling easy access to historical 
data.  

The following are examples of what will be included on the portal: 
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• Status Tracking: The portal will show at a glance the status of personnel, equipment, 
transition activities, and training.  

• Management: The portal will house documents and templates for HR along with 
forecaster schedules and planned training. 

• Personnel: Frequently Asked Questions, newsletters, or news items. 
• Training Materials and Schedules: As we transition new equipment and tools, CWSU 

personnel will receive appropriate training to ensure continuity of service. Our portal will 
provide a single source of access to online training modules, as well as display training 
schedules. Training participants will be able to post their feedback regarding the training.  

• Transition Checklists: NWS personnel will create, maintain, and update transition 
checklists as each Center’s tools, technologies, systems, and personnel are transitioned. 
The checklists will specify the responsible individual, due date, and status for each 
transition activity, along with a description or explanation of any transition issues. The 
checklists will show a synopsis of the problem; the Center location, the date the issue or 
problem was discovered; its resolution; the date the issue or problem was resolved; and 
any other information deemed critical.  

3.8 Training for CWSU Personnel 
The NWS and the FAA agree that training will be a critical success factor provided the DemVal 
is successful and we transition to the new CWSU Services model. During the transition period, 
the NWS will conduct DemVal training for FAA, CWSU, and AST personnel. Training will be 
provided using web-based training (WBT), computer-based training (CBT), and Distance 
Learning modules. As part of our overall transition approach, all AST personnel will receive 
standardized training, ensuring: 

• A common understanding and command of the tools/technologies they will be using. 
• Consistent and accurate weather products and services. 
• A common view of the regional and NAS forecasts.  
• Familiarization of NAS structure and weather impacts at the national level. 
• Knowledge gathering in the evolution to the FAA’s NextGen. 

We will base much of our training on existing modules to increase efficiencies and leverage best 
practices already available. We will ensure that incoming or new personnel receive forward-
looking training to enable the evolution to NextGen. Included in the training are modules on the 
CWIP product suite. We will make the same training available to FAA personnel as mutually 
determined.  

During and after the transition, the NWS will conduct training in the following areas:  

• Change Management / Orientation: This 2-hour webcast module will enable 
participants to fully understand their roles and responsibilities in the new business model, 
their respective chain(s) of command, and the interrelationships of the AST. A critical 
component of this module is helping CWSU and AST personnel to understand how the 
new business model operates in the aviation weather support context, and the new 
expectations associated with the new way of doing business.  

• Local Knowledge: This module will provide local forecast knowledge from the WFO, as 
well as knowledge on how weather impacts traffic at the local ARTCCs. When 
combined, this information will be invaluable to forecasters who have wide-reaching 
responsibilities.  
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• Proactive Communications: This module will equip participants with the skills needed 
to replace the traditional face-to-face (“eyeball-to-eyeball”) briefings with high-tech, 
innovative communications tools and weather products while maintaining trusted 
relationships with their FAA counterparts. Forecasters need to provide timely, accurate, 
and site-specific briefings from remote locations while anticipating FAA weather support 
requests.  

• Customer Service / Customer Needs: This module will provide forecasters with 
essential customer service skills designed to assure continuity of service from remote 
locations. In the absence of in-person communications, CWSU and AST personnel must 
remain fluent in the “FAA language” to ensure on-target oral and written 
communications.  

• Technology: This module, provided by the NWS Training Center, will offer practical, 
step-by-step instruction on the use of the new systems and technologies deployed at the 
CWSUs. Participants will develop an in-depth understanding of the technology available 
to them and how to best leverage it to ensure consistent products, accurate forecasting, 
and timely weather updates. A Distance Learning module can be developed for FAA 
employees if desired.  

• Concept of Product Use: This module will provide FAA personnel with a user-friendly 
guide to understanding the CWIP and its application to FAA decision-making operations.  

These training modules will provide both FAA and NWS staff with critical understanding of all 
facets of the new CWSU model while minimizing the impact of training on staff time. Personnel 
to be trained include weather coordinators, Certified Professional Controllers, and the ARTCC 
and ATCSCC facility managers. CWSU Aviation Liaison Officers (ALOs) and the appropriate 
CWSU staff will conduct the majority of training, with periodic visits to ARTCCs to conduct 
refresher training. As part of our approach to continuous improvement, we will request that other 
CWSU forecasters, once trained by the ALOs, assist in training incoming meteorologists.  

In addition to the above-listed courses, the NWS recommends that the FAA provide CWSU 
personnel with the FAA Traffic Management Unit 50116 course to further enhance their 
understanding of the Weather/Air Traffic Relationship. 

The NWS will meet with FAA staff to update training content on a periodic basis. The training 
will build on existing materials and training approaches to minimize cost. In addition, the NWS 
will provide ongoing personnel training to ensure that knowledge and skills remain up-to-date.  
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3.9 DemVal 
The NWS believes that DemVal success is a prerequisite 
to any implementation of the new CWSU Services 
model. To that end, we will continually seek to enhance 
our products and services to ensure that upon FOC, the 
FAA continues to obtain consistent, reliable weather 
support services. 

Upon Authorization to Proceed, the NWS will develop 
and conduct the DemVal to determine the success of the 
final state – the implementation of CWSU Services. A 
key component of our DemVal is safety – continuity of 
consistent, accurate weather support leads to the FAA’s goal of maintaining a safe and efficient 
NAS. To accomplish this, we propose to conduct a 3-month risk mitigation activity prior to 
launching the DemVal. At that point, the NWS will conduct the DemVal to verify the validity of 
the new business model over various weather regimes during a 9-month period. By conducting 
the DemVal over 9 months, the NWS will have the opportunity to test, verify, and validate the 
soundness and functionality of all systems and products, enabling a seamless transition. After 
completion of the DemVal, we propose to conduct additional risk mitigation activities over a 6-
month period. Key features of our DemVal include:  

• The DemVal will be assessed by a 
group of independent evaluators to 
ensure that this business model is 
robust and meets FAA users’ 
requirements. 

Key Features 

• The NWS is fully committed to 
conducting a comprehensive, 9-month 
DemVal prior to any implementation. 

• Independent Evaluation: An independent evaluation team, comprising members from 
Government and industry organizations, will be appointed. As necessary, the NWS will 
add non-Government participants as part of the independent evaluation team. From the 
outset, this team will determine if the DemVal is appropriately structured to validate the 
new concept of operations. This validation must occur prior to launching the DemVal.  

• Continuous Improvement: During the 9-month DemVal, the independent evaluation 
team will meet periodically to provide feedback, recommendations, and corrective 
actions with regard to the ongoing, 9-month DemVal. This timeframe enables the NWS 
to continuously assess and adjust the DemVal as needed to ensure a successful final 
transition.  

• Validation: Following DemVal completion and prior to the FAA’s Authorization to 
Proceed, the same independent evaluators will reconvene to determine the success of the 
DemVal. 

• Redundant Staffing: To support the DemVal, the NWS will place two additional 
forecasters at the AWC for CWIP, and five additional forecasters at the CWSU-South, 
also located at the AWC.  

3.10 Risk Analysis 
Our risk analysis is a key tool to identifying and mitigating potential risks during the transition 
period. As part of our analysis, and as described in Section 2, we will also continually monitor, 
evaluate, and mitigate risks. Traditional risk assessment includes the steps of identification, 
estimation, and evaluation. Based on the NWS’s risk assessment approach, we have identified 
some risks associated with the transition in Figure 3-6. 
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Figure 3-6: Transition Risk Analysis 

Description Impact Mitigation Strategy 
DemVal deficiencies 
during execution  

High • Continuous evaluation and improvement during course of DemVal; 
continuous feedback loops; clear and open communication with all 
stakeholders. 

Incumbent personnel 
wish to retire/decline to 
relocate  

High • The NWS will identify, in advance, the staff necessary to transition to the 
new model 

• Knowledge transfer practices for new personnel 

Change management 
issues with CWSU 
personnel 

Medium • The NWS, through education and outreach to staff, will provide training to 
effect a cultural shift and enhanced understanding of the new operational 
model. 

• TM handles all change management and communications proactively with 
transitioning and new personnel 

Personnel Phase-in and 
Phase-out issues 

High • The NWS’s staffing plan already provides 24/7 weather coverage, and 
includes mitigation strategies for phasing of staff 

• Phased staffing from NWS provides qualified personnel around the nation 

Communications Failure  High • Policy of clear and open communications 
• SharePoint Transition portal houses transition documentation, including 

FAQs 
Full suite of new weather 
products not ready by 
FOC  

High • Continue to use existing weather products while new ones are completed. 

Staffing, technical, or 
management issues 

High • Pre- and post-DemVal risk mitigation activities to ensure availability and 
full training of personnel, as well as system operability.  

 
The NWS will leverage the experience of our TM and the transition team to continually assess 
the risks that apply to transition. Based on these assessments, we will construct a risk 
management plan that includes mitigating actions. Through the management of overall risks, the 
FAA will be assured of a smooth transfer of equipment, personnel, and services.  
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4.0 Continuous Improvements and Moving to NextGen 
The future needs of the FAA include a transition to NextGen, with IOC in 2013 and FOC in 
2025. We fully support the multi-agency, system-wide transformation to NextGen. NOAA has 
participated in Joint Planning and Development Office (JPDO) planning efforts and has used the 
Integrated National Plan as a guide in developing the NWS vision for future aviation support. 

4.1 Product Evolution 
Many aviation products today are in a textual format and are very labor-intensive. Over the next 
5 years, additional elements will be included in NDFD as we move forward towards the NextGen 
era; this will allow for several efficiencies in the production of the legacy textual products. 
Furthermore, advances in the automation and rapidly updated (hourly) forecast routines of 
convective, low ceiling and visibility, icing, turbulence, and wind in a digital environment will 
enable the NWS to streamline its forecast process to gain additional efficiencies. The anticipated 
advances in the science and technology underpinning aviation weather support will enable 
evolution of CWSU products and services to make them increasingly effective. Figure 4-1 
depicts our projected timeline to incorporate these advances in science and technology, bringing 
the NWS fully on board in the NextGen era.  

Figure 4-1: Science and Technology Timeline 

Today
1 year
Near‐term 

improvements

5 years
NextGen IOC

10 years

More focused 
decision making
More automated
More flexible and 
useable
Human added 
valueContinuously Improving Operational Process

Continuous Infusion of Science and Technology

3 
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